Abstract. In this note, we study the permutohedral geometry of the poles of a certain differential form introduced in recent work of Arkani-Hamed, Bai, He and Yan. There it was observed that the poles of the form determine a family of polyhedra which have the same face lattice as that of the permutohedron. We realize that family explicitly, proving that it in fact fills out the configuration space of a particularly well-behaved family of generalized permutohedra, the zonotopal generalized permutohedra, that are obtained as the Minkowski sums of line segments parallel to the root directions e i − e j .
The kinematic space
Let I = {a, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, n, b}, where a, b are auxiliary indices.
Definition 1.
Define the kinematic space to be the subspace of R (n+2) 2 , Denote by K n (D) the intersection in K n of the Note that dim(K n ) = n+2 2 − (n + 2) = (n−1)(n+2) 2
, and dim(K n (D)) = n + 2 2 − (n + 2) − n 2 = n − 1.
In [2] , after adjusting the notation, the inequalities corresponding to the facets of a polyhedral cone were given as s aJ = s aj 1 ···j k ≥ 0, as J ranges over all 2 n − 2 proper nonempty subsets of {1, . . . , n}.
Remark 2. The coordinates s ij actually have an essential structure which is not needed explicitly for our results. They are called generalized Mandelstam invariants. They are constructed from momentum vectors p 1 , . . . , p n+2 of a system of particles satisfying momentum conservation n+2 i=1 p i = 0, in spacetime of dimension D ≥ n + 1 with the Minkowski inner product, and are defined by s ij = (p i + p j ) 2 = 2p i · p j , due the assumption that particles are massless, that is p i · p i = 0, where we are using the notation p 2 := p · p for any linear combination of momentum vectors p.
In Theorem 7 we derive and use the formula for the characteristic function of the intersection of the set of affine hyperplanes s ij = −c ij with the region determined by the set of 2 n − 2 inequalities s aJ = s aj 1 ···j k ≥ 0, where J varies over all nonempty proper subsets of {1, . . . , n}, to show in particular that each such intersection is a zonotopal generalized permutohedron, and all zonotopal generalized permutohedra are obtained in this way.
It may seem surprising a priori that the canonical form for the permutohedron, on the kinematic space, as in [2] , would encode so specialized a family as the zonotopal generalized permutohedra. However, it is also a much studied and indeed relatively well-understood special case which already has some powerful results and techniques that immediately become available. For example, consider this: there is a certain quasi-symmetric function invariant of the normal cone of a generalized permutohedron, see Section 9.1 of [4] . It turns out for the zonotopal generalized permutohedra, this quasi-symmetric function coincides with Stanley's chromatic symmetric function. For other generalized permutohedra this invariant is likely to be only a quasisymmetric function; indeed, this happens already for the equilateral triangle.
While it is not true for general graphs, it is currently being studied whether Stanley's chromatic symmetric function can distinguish those zonotopal generalized permutohedra which are encoded by trees. This question was originally posed by Stanley in [18] .
Main result
Let us comment briefly on how we resolve and future-proof some potentially conflicting conventions. In [2] , (n − 3)-dimensional generalized permutohedra were embedded in an ambient space of dimension n − 2 in a system of n particles. However, in the usual mathematical literature on permutohedra, they are usually taken to be dimension n − 1 in an ambient space of dimension n.
For our main result we consider the configuration space of (n − 1)-dimensional zonotopal generalized permutohedra in an n-dimensional ambient space; this increases the requisite number of particles to n + 2.
However, in Sections 3 and Appendix A it is convenient to denote m = n + 1. We first recall the formulation of the canonical form for the permutohedron from [2] .
Let the matrix of constants D be given. The canonical form for the permutohedron from Section 10 of [2] is
where for compatibility with the conventions for generalized permutohedra our index set is taken to be I = {a, 1, . . . , n, b} rather than the set {1, . . . , n} from [2] .
Note that each pole s aσ 1 ···σ i = 0 which appears decomposes K n , and thus K n (D), into two half spaces; choosing the half spaces s aσ 1 ···σ i ≥ 0, then for each of the n! summands we obtain a flag of inequalities
. . . 
. . . (2) and (3) holds identically on K n , and in particular on each affine subspace K n (D).
Proposition 4. The equality in the last line of Equations
and s a12···n|b = 0, we have automatically
Rearranging Equation (2) we obtain
. . .
Letting x i = s ai for i = 1, . . . , n and, following [2] , putting s ij = −c ij for the given constants c ij ∈ D, this becomes
which defines a permutohedral cone which we denote 
where now the last line can be seen to hold using momentum conservation and the assumption that the particles are massless, as follows:
Recall that the matrix of constants D = (c ij ) has been fixed. 
As a side remark, note that this may be equivalently expressed equivalently in the algebra of characteristic functions using the convolution product, with respect to the Euler characteristic, as
For details about the convolution product and related issues in convex geometry, see [3] . See also [5] , which collected a subset of the basic results from convex geometry, in the notation used here.
Proof. In the affine subspace
We claim that these equations define a generalized permutohedron. Indeed, it follows from Theorem 6.3 of [16] , see also [1, 14] , that the data c J as above determine a generalized permutohedron if and only if we have the supermodularity conditions
since c A 10 |A 01 ≥ 0. Hence the equations x J ≥ c J define a generalized permutohedron which we denote by Π D . It follows that the n! vertices v σ are labeled by permutations σ = (σ 1 , . . . , σ n ) of (1, . . . , n), and are obtained by solving the systems of equations
that is
The vertex v σ of Π D is then given explicitly as
We claim that Z D has the same vertex set as Π D ; this will show that the convex hulls coincide. The Minkowski sum is given explicitly as the image of the linear map
defined by
keeping in mind the convention t ij = t ji and c ij = c ji . Collecting coefficients we have
. . . Let a permutation σ = (σ 1 , . . . , σ n ) be given. Denote by
Collect these values in a vector t. Then from Equation (4) it follows that
which is also the expression for v σ ∈ Π D .
Corollary 8. The characteristic function of Z D equals the alternating sum:
where T varies over all ordered set partitions of {1, . . . , n}.
Remark 9. Modulo characteristic functions of tangent cones to faces of dimension ≥ 1, labeled by ordered set partitions (S 1 , . . . , S k ) where at least one block is not a singlet, the expression in Equation (5) of Theorem 7 is a sum of n! characteristic functions of tangent cones to vertices of Π D all having the same sign +1, in alignment with the formula in Equation (1) above, for the canonical form from Section 10 of [2] .
. . , n n−1 ] is the permutohedral cone which is tangent at the vertex (0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1) of the usual permutohedron obtained as the convex hull of permutations of (0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1):
. .
Example 11. In the limiting case c i,j → 0 for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, then via the identification of s ai with x i we have
which determine the plate [1, 2, . . . , n], and we are in the setting of [5] . Figure 1 
The corresponding sum of fractions from (1) 
where we recall that x ij = x i + x j . 
, but in the limit ε = 0 we have 1
since the numerator vanishes identically. This can also be seen from general theory, as higher codimension cones (in particular, here, the point at the origin) are in the kernel of the valuation induced by the integral Laplace transform.
Generalized associahedra in the kinematic space
It will be convenient here to denote m = n + 1. We sketch here the construction of a family of generalized permutohedra, in the kinematic space, which specializes to the standard associahedron when all parameters take the value 1. The main observation is the constants c ij are precisely the dilation factors when the generalized associahedron is expressed as a Minkowski sum of dilated faces of simplices.
The following construction for an arbitrary graph appeared first in [10] , where the resulting generalized permutohedron is called a Cayley polytope.
Let
be the set of edges an undirected tree on the vertex set {1, . . . , m}. We choose variables z k , one for each edge of T ,
For each pair of integers {k, } ⊂ {1, . . . , m} that is not an edge of T , fix s k = −c k , where c k is a nonnegative constant. We consider here only the special case when the tree is encoded by a permutation. 
Proposition 14. For the (line) tree
where Then, in the x-coordinates this becomes
where the last line holds identically in the kinematic space. The vertices are given by { (0, c 13 , c 24 + c 14 ), (0, c 13 + c 24 + c 14 , 0), (c 13 , 0, c 24 + c 14 ), (c 13 + c 14 , 0, c 24 ), (c 13 + c 14 , c 24 , 0) 
In the case that (c 13 , c 24 , c 14 ) = (1, 1, 1) we recover the usual associahedron, as a generalized permutohedron, see Figure 3 . 
Additional remarks
In this paper, we classified the set of generalized permutohedra that are determined by the facet inequalities s aJ = s a|J − c J ≥ 0, that is s a|J ≥ c J , where c J = i,j∈J:i<j c ij and c ij are the n 2 constants and J varies over all proper nonempty subsets of {1, . . . , n}. The main result was to prove the face distances s aJ ≥ 0 determine a zonotopal generalized permutohedron. In fact, the constants c ij are the dilation factors for the root directions. Let us point out that as the parameters c ij vary, we obtain the edge-deformation cone, as discussed in the Appendix of [15] , see in particular Definition 15.1.
In the Appendix we discuss the relationship between the triangulation of the permutohedral cone e 1 − e 2 , . . . , e n−1 − e n + and the dual associahedron. However, it turns out that there is a similar dual interpretation of the cyclohedron which uses triangulations of a closely related configuration of polyhedral cones; this is in preparation [6] . It would be interesting to look toward [10, 12, 17] . We leave this question to future work.
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We thank Victor Reiner for interesting and helpful discussions. Fix an order (1, . . . , m) for m vertices on the line. Following [8] , we see that the set of (unlayered) binary trees growing up from a given root, having 1, . . . , m as leaves, are in an obvious bijection with directed trees with edges
such that the intervals {i a , i a + 1, . . . , j a } are either nested or disjoint, and where (1, m) is always an edge. See Figure 5 for the case m = 4.
Definition 16. Denote by Trees
m the set of all such trees with leaves in the order (1, . . . , m). Call a partial tree a directed graph which is obtained by removing a subset of the edges
m . Denote by Tree n ≤ the set of all partial trees. Proof. This follows by a slight extension of Theorem 6.3 in [8] , replacing the convex hull of the positive roots with their conical hull
Proposition 17. The set of simplicial cones
Example 18. With m = 4 we have the set-theoretic union e 1 − e 2 , e 2 − e 3 + = e 1 − e 3 , e 2 − e 3 + ∪ e 1 − e 2 , e 1 − e 3 + .
Note that this provides a nice interpretation of the fundamental rational function identity
where the common boundary line has been ignored. To the face given by the conical hull e i 1 − e j 1 , . . . , e ia − e ja + of the tree triangulation of π 0 encoded by the partial tree { (i 1 , j 1 ) , . . . , (i a , j a )} ∈ Tree m ≤ , where 1 ≤ a ≤ m − 1, we assign the tangent cone to the face of the associahedron:
For the converse, note that the elements { (i 1 , j 1 ) , . . . , (i m−1 − j m−1 )} ∈ Tree m label the (topdimensional) simplicial cones in the triangulation, and that these are in duality with exactly the tangent cones to the vertices of the associahedron, according to the correspondence above. It is easy to see from the construction that this correspondence reverses inclusion of sets. Indeed, any face of the triangulation is obtained by removing 1 or more generators {e iα − e jα : α ∈ A} from some simplicial cone, and conversely the tangent cone to any face of the associahedron is obtained by removing 1 or more inequalities
This completes the proof.
Recall the following formula for the Laplace transform: if π = e i 1 − e j 1 , . . . , e i m−1 − e jm + is a (simplicial) cone, then the Laplace transform of π is given by u∈π e −u·y du =
. [5] .
Recall that the integral Laplace transform has in its kernel the span of all characteristic functions of higher codimension faces, as well as the characteristic function of any non-pointed Figure 5 . Top-dimensional simplicial cones in the triangulation of the standard plate [1, 2, 3, 4] are dual to tangent cones to vertices of the associahedron (outlined schematically in red). See Example 20. cone (i.e. a cone which contains a double infinite line, such as the whole space). For example, this gives a polytopal explanation for why the cyclic sum vanishes:
that is, because it can be shown that the n cyclically rotated simplicial cones [1, 2, . . . , n] have union the whole space and have non-intersecting interiors.
On the other hand, while characteristic functions of non-pointed cones are in the kernel of the functional representation
, where x i = e −y i , the higher codimension faces are not. See for example [3] for details about functional representations of polyhedral cones. In the case at hand, corresponding to the present triangulation we have the 1 −
1 − It is therefore tempting to ask about the possibility to interpret the entries of the KLT matrix using triangulations of permutohedral cones. We leave this to future work.
